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Abstract
This paper presents methodology for structural modelling, 
characterization and integrative analysis of Electric Discharge 
Machining (EDM) system. A deterministic quantitative model 
based on graph theoretical methodology has been developed for 
calculating the permanent function and numerical index of EDM 
system. The permanent function is used for evaluation and analysis 
of EDM system. The EDM system is divided into subsystems and 
interactions between subsystems are represented into matrix form. 
This paper provides a general formula which can be applied to 
different EDM systems. The model developed can be used by for 
selection of optimum EDM system.
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I. Introduction 
Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) is a thermal process with 
a complex metal-removal mechanism, involving the formation 
of a plasma channel between the tool and work piece. It has 
proved especially valuable in the machining of super-tough, 
electrically conductive materials such as the new space-age alloys 
that are difficult to machine by conventional methods. The word 
unconventional is used in sense that the metal like tungsten, 
hardened stainless steel tantalum, some high strength steel 
alloys etc. are such that they can’t be machined by conventional 
method but require some special technique [1]. The conventional 
methods in spite of recent advancements are inadequate to 
machine such materials from stand point of economic production. 
This technique has been developed in the late 1940s where the 
process is based on removing material from a part by means of 
a series of repeated electrical discharges between tool called the 
electrode and the work piece in the presence of a dielectric fluid 
[2]. An EDM system consists of a number of components. These 
components are having different functionalities and are from 
different disciplinary backgrounds like mechanical, electrical, 
electronics etc. or combination of these. In physical systems, 
interactions exist among these components. The components are 
connected in certain configurations that allow Electrical energy to 
be converted into thermal energy and material is removed [2]. A 
system performance is the combined effect of its constituents and 
the interactions between these constituents [3]. Each component in 
the configuration is dedicated to perform certain function of EDM. 
The behavior of each of the components is controlled by a number 
of parameters associated to it. Therefore, the integration and 
compatibility among the components also affects the functionality, 
quality, performance, etc. of an EDM system. Many authors have 
converged towards a particular subsystem oriented design. Design 
of an EDM system considering all these interactions, is a complex 
job.
V. Singh et al. (2008) have presented a methodology for structural 
analysis of manufacturing system. In this study the identification of 
elements constituting a manufacturing system and the interactions 
between them is done and it has been represented by graph-based 
model. In this work structural patterns and combination sets of 

subsystems interacting in various ways have been recognized 
as capabilities of manufacturing system [3]. Garg et al. (2006) 
developed a deterministic quantitative model based on graph 
theoretical approach. In this study a comparison is made between 
various technical and economical features of wind, hydro and 
thermal power plants and also used to evaluate and rank the power 
plants in ascending or descending order in accordance with the 
value of their suitability index [4]. Prabhakaran et al. (2006) used 
graph theory and matrix algebra to develop an integrated systems 
model for the structure of the composite product system in terms 
of its constituents and interactions between the constituents and 
the molding processes, curing kinetics etc. The composite product 
is first modeled with the help of graph theory, then by variable 
adjacency matrix and then by a multinomial known as permanent 
function [5]. Kiran et al. (2011) presented a methodology to develop 
a high quality product. This methodology combines all the design 
aspects of product together to generate a useful form of solution 
for the Mechatronic industry. This methodology considered all the 
x-abilities/design aspects along with interactions without missing 
any useful information [6].
After a detailed literature review, it is found that very less research 
has been done in the structural constituents for analyzing EDM 
system along with their interactions at the conceptual and 
design stages, and also there is rare methodology proposed for 
an integrated system approach for analyzing EDM systems, 
i.e., by considering the subsystems as its constituents, and their 
interactions, interdependence, and connectivity’s. There is a 
need to develop a mathematical model that can help in analysis 
and synthesis of an EDM system at conceptual stage and also 
in developing a virtual model. Also in literature review there is 
good number of applications of system models using graph theory 
for the structural modeling and analysis of different engineering 
systems. Thus, for the modeling and analysis of the EDM system, 
it is quite logical to select the graph theory and matrix algebra.

II. Graph Theoretic Approach
To fill the research gap and to show the importance of a structure 
based EDM system design, a graph theory based EDM system 
model is proposed. The model can include all the subsystems 
along with the interactions therein and thus becomes a tool for 
EDM system analysis. A graph is required for visual analysis of an 
EDM system, but quantification of these interactions is necessary 
for design and analysis[4]. Matrix algebra is used for quantifying 
these interactions. A graph G = (V, E) consists of a set of objects 
V = {v1, v2, ….} called vertices or nodes, and another set E = 
{e1, e2, ….}, of which the elements are called edges, such that 
each edge ek is identified with a pair of vertices [5]. 

A. Assumptions for Developing Graph Theoretic Model
The proposed graph theoretic model for EDM systems is based 
on some assumptions as listed below:-

The structure of the system can be compared quantitatively • 
with its performance.
The interactions as well as the subsystems discussed are • 
assumed for a general EDM system. The subsystems must 
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be identified separately for applying the model to any specific 
EDM system.
Variable permanent matrix is capable of storing complete • 
information related to a real life situation of a typical EDM system 
as all its elements are variables and functions of characterizing 
attributes representing subsystem and interconnections. These 
attributes if identified comprehensively, the matrix represents 
the EDM system completely.
Permanent function of the variable permanent matrix • 
characterizes uniquely the EDM system form the point view 
of the structure.
Performance of the EDM system depends on individual • 
performance of subsystems, sub-systems and their components 
along with interactions between them.
Modeling methodology is based on bottom-up approach. • 
Permanent function values of sub-subsystems are used in 
permanent matrices of subsystems. Permanent function values 
of subsystems are used to calculate permanent functions of 
EDM system.
The experts may assign correct and representative score to • 
the elements of the EDM system at the lowest level in a 
particular dimension of performance.

III. Identification of Subsystems of the EDM System and 
Their Interactions
The EDM system consists of large number of components i.e. 
generator, RC circuits, pump, filter, working tank, work head, 
controls, indicators, tools, servo controls etc. We can broadly 
divide EDM into 4 subsystems namely power supply unit, control 
panel, dielectric unit and machine tool. These subsystems further 
contains components in them as shown in fig. 1.

Fig. 1: EDM System and Subsystems

A. Power Supply Unit
Power supply unit mainly consists of generator and circuits. 
Several different electric circuits are available to provide the 
pulsating dc across the work tool gap. The suitability of circuit 
depends on the machining conditions and requirements. The 
commonly used principles for supplying the pulsating dc can be 
classified into three groups i.e. resistance capacitance relaxation 
circuit with a constant dc source, Rotary impulse generator and 
controlled pulse circuit.

B. Control Panel
A control panel acts as a interface between machine and operator. It 
contains 29 controls each for performing different task. It consists 
of toggle switches, push buttons, indicator lamps , ammeter and 
alarms etc.

C. Dielectric Unit
It consists of tank, pressure unit, suction unit and filter unit. 

Kerosene oil is used commonly as dielectric medium. The tool 
and workpiece should be submerged in the dielectric. Due to 
material removal the oil became contaminated. In order to remove 
dirt from oil a filter unit is used and pump unit is required for 
circulation of oil between tank and filter.

C. Machine Tool
It consists of work head and co-ordinate table. Work head contains 
dial gauge, grub screw, spark indicator, micrometer, quill scale, 
depth stop switch, zero adjustment and electrode connection. It 
has servo control for moving tool up and down. Co-ordinate table 
with work tank consists of drain gate, door clamps, hand wheel 
for ‘X’ slide, scale Y, machine base, brake slide X and hand wheel 
for Y slide.

IV. Graph Theoretic Modeling of an EDM System
The schematic diagram of EDM system as shown in fig. 2 is 
a good representation of different identified components and 
their interactions which provides the good understanding of the 
structure of EDM system, but it is not a mathematical entity. To 
overcome this problem, a graph theory based modeling of an EDM 
system is proposed. A graph theory based mathematical model is 
derived for representing the physical structure of EDM system 
along with interactions.
Four subsystems of EDM system as shown in the fig. 2 and 
interactions among them are represented using a digraph as 
shown in fig. 3. In general graph is represented mathematically 
by G = {V, E}; where V represents vertices of the graph and E 
represents the edges connecting between those vertices. In the 
EDM system, let the vertices correspond to subsystems (Vi) and the 
edges (eij) correspond to interaction of its two sub systems. In fig. 3 
components of EDM system are represented by the vertices of the 
graph and the interaction of the subsystems are represented by the 
edges of the graph. Undirected graph are used where directional 
property is not significant as shown in fig. 3.  This means that the 
influence of ith vertex on jth vertex is equal to the influence of 
jth vertex on ith vertex. For directed graph i.e. digraph eij≠ eji. fig. 
2 shows the schematic representation of EDM and fig. 3 shows 
system diagraph of EDM system. 

Fig. 2: Schematic Representation of EDM

Let
S1- Power Supply Unit
S2- Control Panel
S3- Dielectric Unit
S4- Machine Tool
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Fig. 3: EDM System Digraph

V. Matrix Representation for the EDM System Graph
To quantify sub systems and interactions in EDM system graph 
an equal mathematical representation known as Matrix is used. 
In general the graph is represented by a matrix called adjacency 
matrix. Since adjacency matrix represents the physical structure of 
an EDM system, it is termed as EDM System Structure Matrix.

A. EDM System Matrix (EDMSM)
EDM System matrix is a square matrix, having rows and columns 
correspond to respective sub system. This matrix is a binary square 
matrix having (0, 1) as elements. EDM system of N sub systems 
is represented by a structure matrix of size N x N. The system 
structure matrix of the EDM  system graph with four nodes will 
be a

Four order binary (0,1) square matrix, A=[eij] such that:

             1, if subsystem i is connected to
  eij =         subsystem j.                  
              0, otherwise

                     0       1       1       1 
 
                     1       0       1       1
A =                                                            (1)                                                                                                   
                     0       0       0       1
                                       
                     0       1       0       0
                                                                                                                                                      
       

B. EDM System Characteristic Matrix (EDMCM)
To characterize the EDM system, a new matrix B is defined 
using the identity matrix I, a variable S which represents the 
EDM system, and the adjacency matrix A. Based on the standard 
characteristic equation in mathematics, the EDM characteristic 
matrix B for the graph shown is Figure , may be expressed as 
B= [SI–A].
Where I= Identity Matrix
        

   S= variable representing EDM system

                S      -1      -1      -1

                -1      S      -1      -1
       B=                                              (2)                                                                        
                 0       0       S      -1
  
                 0      -1       0       S                                                                                                      
                          
             Det (B) = S4 – 2S2 – 2S – 1
In Equation (2), the value of all diagonal elements is same (i.e., all 
EDM system components are assumed to be identical which is not 
true in reality). In real situation different sub systems are having 
different physical structures and characteristics. Also interaction 
represented by a binary number 1 in matrix B does not provide 
information like type of interaction and degree of interaction. So, 
Equation (2) is not the complete representation of EDM system 
structure. To overcome this problem, another matrix called the 
EDM system variable characteristic matrix is proposed.

C. EDM System Variable Characteristic Matrix 
(EDMVCM)
The EDM system variable characteristic matrix takes into 
consideration, the effect of different EDM subsystem (i.e. 
components) and their varying degrees of interactions. The 
EDM structure graph in Figure is considered for defining this 
variable characteristic matrix C as below in Equation (3). For 
this purpose, a four order square matrix E with off-diagonal 
elements Sij representing varying levels of interactions between 
the subsystems is defined. Another matrix D, a diagonal matrix 
with diagonal 
elements Si‘ i=1,2,3,…,5 representing four different subsystems 
or components is defined. The matrix C can be developed from 
the matrices E and D as C = [D – E]
                                        

               S1      0       0       0
               
               0       S2      0       0
    D= 
               0       0       S3      0
                                  
               0       0        0      S4 
  

               0       e12     e13     e14

               e21      0      e23     e24
       E =
               0        0        0      e34
    
                0        e42     0        0     
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           S1        -e12       -e13       -e14

          -e21         S2       -e23       -e24
C=                                                             (3)                                                                                   
           0          0          S3        -e34

            0        -e42         0         S4               

Det (C) =    S1S2S3S4 – S1e42e23e34 –       S1S3e24e42  – S3S4e12e21 
– e21e13e34e42 – S3e21e14e42

The above matrix distinctly represents characteristic features 
of the subsystems and their interactions. Thus, the matrix C in 
Equation (3) is complete structural representation of the EDM  
system capturing all the data related to the system including 
the interactions. This information is useful for analysis, design, 
and development of new EDM systems at conceptual stage or 
for optimization purposes. The matrix provides a powerful tool 
through its determinant, called the variable characteristic EDM 
system multinomial. This is a characteristic of the system and 
represents the complete EDM system, considering the effect of 
components and their interactions.

D. EDM System Variable Permanent Matrix (EDMVPM)
The determinant of the matrix, C i.e., the variable characteristic 
EDM system multinomial, includes both positive and negative 
signs. On substituting numerical values in place of diagonal 
and off-diagonal elements, some of the information is lost in 
the determinant. This information loss is due to subtraction of 
some of the terms in the expression. To avoid information loss 
during mathematical process, another term EDM system variable 
permanent matrix is introduced. Let the permanent matrix of four-
subsystem system be defined as
                          
              S1        e12      e13       e14

              e21        S2       e23       e24
      Q=                                                      (4)                                                                               
              0          0         S3       e34

              0         e42       0         S4    

VI. Development of Permanent Function for EDM 
System 
To develop a unique and comprehensive model of EDM system, 
another entity permanent matrix, frequently used in combinatorial 
mathematics is proposed. The permanent function is obtained 
from a similar manner as its determinant, but all negative terms 
obtained after expression for the calculation of the determinant 
of the matrix are replaced with positive equivalent terms. This 
computation results in a multinomial (Equation 5) whose every 
term has a physical significance related to the EDM system. 
The multinomial representation includes all the information 
regarding various components as subsystems and interactions 
among them. The multinomial is derived based on Equation (4), 
and a numerical index is obtained. When the actual values of 
each term are substituted in the multinomial, the final values 
after the algebraic addition gives a numerical index, which can 

be considered as a score of total EDM system in any performance 
dimension depending upon the one selected for giving values 
to the individual structural constituents. This score can prove a 
powerful tool for comparison, ranking of different EDM systems 
and optimum selection of EDM system. Thus permanent function 
is proposed as complete tool for the total structural analysis of 
the EDM system. The variable permanent function for an EDM 
system derived from
Equation (4) is as follows:
Per (Q) = S1S2S3S4 + S1S3e24e42 + S3S4e12e21 + S1e42e23e34
+ S3e21e14e42 + e21e13e34e42    (5)                                      

Every term of these equations represents a subset of the EDM 
system. It is possible to write these equations simply by visual 
inspection of the EDM system of fig. 3. To achieve this objective 
and for the unique representation and interpretation, the permanent 
function is written in a standard form as (N + 1) groups, where 
N is the number of subsystems. The permanent function when 
written in (N + 1) groups present an exhaustive way of analysis 
of an EDM system at different levels. The multinomial consists of 
different combinations of EDM system interaction components for 
example, structural constituents such as subsystem characteristics 
(Si‘s) and structural interactions (Sij‘s). The existence of elements 
such as S2ij or  Sij Sji, Sij. Sjk.Ski, Sij.Sjk.Skl,Sli, etc. correspond to the 
subsystems interacting in the form of a dyad, two subsystem loop, 
four subsystem loop, etc. respectively. The terms in each group 
of the multinomial form a separate group, which may be used for 
characterizing the EDM system uniquely. The permanent function 
has terms in different groups as follows:

The first group contains only  isolated four components are • 
to be considered together as independent entities.
The second group is absent, because the system has no term • 
with three subsystems.
The third group has two terms, first term is a combination • 
of two dyad S1S3 and one loop L24 and second term is a 
combination of two dyad S3S4 and one loop L12.
The fourth group has two terms, first term is a combination • 
of one dyad S1 and one loop L234 and second term is a 
combination of  one dyad S3 and one loop L142.
The fifth group has only one term which only contains a • 
loop L1342.

So equation (5) can be written in terms of loops as follows:
Per (Q) = S1S2S3S4 + S1S3L24 + S3S4L12 +  S1L234 + S3L142+ 
L1342      (6)

Fig. 4: Physical Representation of Permanent Function for EDM 
System
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The multinomial defined in Equation (5), gives a unique numerical 
index which is  defined as:
EDM system numerical index = Per (Q) (after substituting 
numerical values in the matrix Q) (7)
Researchers can assign the numerical values to various subsystems 
as well as the interactions, depending on the type of EDM system 
and according to parameters of EDM machine i.e. current, tool 
material and workpiece material etc. For complex subsystems, 
the numerical values may be assigned by splitting the subsystem 
into further lower subsystems and their permanent function may 
be used as the numerical score for the subsystem i.e. separate 
graph, matrix, or index can be derived for each subsystem using 
the same procedure. To calculate correct degree of interactions   
between the subsystems, we may have to consider the views of 
technical team experts.  This numerical index is considered as a 
composite score of total EDM system depending upon the type 
of system and interactions between its subsystems. This score can 
prove a powerful tool for comparison, ranking of different EDM 
systems and optimum selection of EDM system.

VII. Identification and Comparison of EDM System 
The EDM system permanent function is useful for identification 
and comparison of EDM system structures. The number of terms 
in each grouping of the EDM system permanent function for all 
kind of EDM systems for a given set of components will be same. 
However, their values will be different. Two EDM systems may 
be similar from the qualitative aspects, if their system structure 
graphs are isomorphic. Two such graphs are isomorphic, if they 
have identical permanent function matrix set representation. This 
means not only the number of terms in the groupings as well as 
sub-grouping as same but also their values are also same. Based 
on this, system structure identification set of EDM systems is 
represented as
[(M1T/M2T/M3T/M4T/M51T/M52T/M61T/M62T/…)(N1T/N2T/N3T/N4T/
N51T/N52T/N61T+N62T/…)                                        (8)

Where Mi T represents the total number of terms in the ‗ith grouping, 
MijT represents the total number of terms of the Mth sub grouping 
in the ith grouping. Similarly, Ni T represents the numerical value 
of the ith grouping and NijT represents the numerical value of the 
Mth sub grouping in the ith grouping. Numerical values of the 
Si‘s and Sij‘s are substituted in the sub grouping or the grouping 
to obtain the permanent system numerical index.

A. Generalization of the Permanent Function 
For general EDM system with N subsystems, the EDM system 
characteristic and interdependence matrix, Q may be written as 
in Equation (9) below:

 S1 S12 ….. S1N

 S21 S2 ….. S2N
   Q=                                                         (9)                                                                                                     
 ... ….. ….. …..

 SN1 SN2 ….. SN        

For general N subsystem EDM system with all the subsystems 
linked together, the total number of terms of the permanent function 
shall be equal to N! The permanent for the above matrix, i.e., per 

(Q) is called variable permanent function. The variable permanent 
function for the above matrix is written in sigma (Σ) form as

Per (Q) = ΠN
1Si + Σi Σj Σk Σl……ΣN(SijSji)SkSl…….SN

+ Σi Σj Σk Σl ……ΣN(SijSikSki+Sik Skj Sji)SlSm…….SN +
 Σi Σj Σk Σl ……ΣN(SijSji)(SklSlk )SmSn…….SN +
Σi Σj Σk Σl ……ΣN(SijSikSkl Sli +Sil Slk  Skj Sji)SmSn…….SN
+……………………….    (10)

VIII. EDM System Analysis
The methodology described in this chapter for complete analysis of 
EDM system is summarized    in step-by-step manner as below:

Select the desired EDM system. Study the system and its 1. 
subsystems (power supply unit, control panel, machine tool 
and dielectric unit), and also their interactions.
Develop a system graph of the EDM system with subsystems 2. 
as vertices and edges for interaction between the vertices.
Using the graph in step 2, develop matrix similar to EDM 3. 
system variable permanent matrix given in Equation (5). 
Calculate system permanent function.4. 
The numerical index of an EDM system would be obtained 5. 
by substituting the numerical values of subsystems and their 
interactions. 
Different type of EDM machines can be compared on the 6. 
basis of permanent numerical index thus obtained. Necessary 
improvements and developments can be done on the basis 
of this approach. 
From the different alternatives of EDM systems, the alternative 7. 
with highest value of numerical index is the best choice for 
the given application.

IX. Conclusion
This study presents a methodology to build a flexible and 1. 
comprehensive model of EDM, which shows the subsystems 
and has the capability to consider the interactions between 
various subsystems.
This work identifies four subsystems (Dielectric unit, 2. 
Control panel, Machine tool and power supply unit) which 
parameterize the EDM.
This methodology consists of the EDM system structure 3. 
digraph, the EDM system matrix, and EDM system 
permanent function. The system digraph is the mathematical 
representation of the structural characteristics and their 
interactions, useful for visual modeling and analysis. The 
EDM system matrix converts graph into mathematical form. 
This matrix representation is powerful tool for storage and 
retrieval of EDM systems in computer database and for 
calculation of permanent function.
This study presents the EDM system permanent function 4. 
which is a mathematical model characterizing the structure 
of the EDM system and also helps to determine the EDM 
system numerical index. This numerical index is used for 
analysis and improvement of EDM.
This work presents a framework for developing various 5. 
quantitative performance indices of EDM in various 
dimensions of performance i.e. MRR, TWR and SR etc. 
It provides the measure of the overall performance of the 
EDM.
This study presents a generalized methodology to model a 6. 
system consisting of N subsystems and their interactions. This 
study gives a criterion how to compare two EDM systems 
with the help of permanent function on structure basis.
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The present work emphasizes the numerical methodology 7. 
of EDM system that can also optimize the design and the 
production parameters

The proposed approach is useful for product design engineer, 
researcher, and industries at conceptual stage. This methodology 
is useful while taking decision for purchasing EDM machine from 
different types available for given application. This approach can 
be used along with Cause and effect analysis and SWOT (Strength-
Weakness-Opportunity-Threats) analysis on EDM system. It can 
be used for increasing the product life cycle of the EDM machine 
and carrying out re-engineering of the product, process etc. for 
break through improvement.
It is further used for developing maintenance strategies.
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